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＜Japanese Culture・Gourmet＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

1336 Kanaishima, Kaisei-machi, Ashigarakami-gun, Kanagawa-ken

－

－

http://www.localexperiencejapan.com/sake-tour3720234101124841245012540

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Target Regions

Start Sinjuku Station

Time Required 7 hours

Goal Sinjuku Station

Access

Odakyu Odawara Line [Shinjuku Station] +++ 
(80 min) +++ Odakyu Odawara Line 
[Shin-Matsuda Station] === Route bus (5 min) 
=== Yotsukado …Walk (20 min) ＊ Tuk-tuk 
service also available … Seto Shuzo-Ten (90 
min) …Walk (20 min) … Yotsukado === Route 
bus (15 min) === Dining at Setoyashiki (90 
min) === Route bus (15 min) === Odakyu 
Odawara Line [Shin-Matsuda Station] +++ (80 
min) +++ Odakyu Odawara Line [Shinjuku 
Station] 

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

In front of Kaisei Station (Odakyu-Odawara Line)

2690

West of the
Prefecture

Kaisei Town
Tourist Attraction No.

Ashigari-go “Seto Residence”
Seto Residence is a 300 -year 
-old Japanese-style house. 
Traditional Japanese annual 
events such as Hinamatsuri, 
Tango no Sekku, and 
Tanabata are held there.

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Individual

Kaisei Waterside Sports Park
The “park golf ” course in this park 
was the first golf course created in 
Kanto and is the only course in the 
prefecture with 27 permanent 
holes. The sports park can also be 
used for various other sports, such 
as soccer, baseball and softball, 
etc., and is always full of sports 
lovers.

Choose your favorite liquor and Kanpai (perform ‘Bottoms up!’) by the fireside!

Sake Brewery Tour &
Old Private Residence Restaurant
（Sake and Food Experience At Brewery）

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

This is a tour for lovers of Japanese sake, where you will visit the Kaisei Town sake brewery 
“Seto Shuzo-Ten” and old private residence “Seto Residence (Yashiki)”, together with Local 
Experience Japan staff. After the rare opportunity to tour the inside of a sake brewery, you 
will enjoy a tasting to choose your favorite liquor. Then, move on to the old private 
residence to toast by the fireside!

Seto Shuzo-Ten has been a sake brewery since 1865 and is famous for carrying on the tradition 
of Japanese sake. You will be accompanied by the staff fluent in English, so you will have no 
problem communicating smoothly at the sake brewery and old private residence.
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